We introduce a deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) architecture to classify facial attributes and recognize face images simultaneously via a shared learning paradigm to improve the accuracy for facial attribute prediction and face recognition performance. In this method, we use facial attributes as an auxiliary source of information to assist CNN features extracted from the face images to improve the face recognition performance. Specifically, we use a shared CNN architecture that jointly predicts facial attributes and recognize face images simultaneously via a shared learning parameters, and then we use facial attribute features an an auxiliary source of information concatenated by face features to increase the discrimination of the CNN for face recognition. This process assists the CNN classifier to better recognize face images. The experimental results show that our model increases both the face recognition and facial attribute prediction performance, especially for the identity attributes such as gender and race. We evaluated our method on several standard datasets labeled by identities and face attributes and the results show that the proposed method outperforms state-of-the-art face recognition models.
Introduction
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), have made important enhancement in biometric and computer vision applications such as face image retrieval [5, 28, 26, 33] , attribute prediction [29] and machine learning applications such as Generative Adverse rial Network (GAN) [9, 13] and semi-supervised learning [12, 25, 19] . In spite of this improvement, creating a deep architecture to learn several tasks simultaneously while enhancing their accuracy by sharing the learning parameters is an ongoing problem. Providing privileged data (i.e. auxiliary data) such as facial attributes to CNN based architecture to recognize face images is a costly or tedious task; or the privileged data may not be available during the testing step. Despite the potential advantages of using auxiliary data, these problems have diminished the popularity and ease of use of multi-modality models in face recognition.
In this study, we use facial attributes as a soft modality to enhance face recognition. We also indicate that when a deep CNN model is trained to recognize face images, the model indirectly learns the facial attributes as well. Specifically, the two modalities enhance the overall prediction performance when they are trained simultaneously. We show that some auxiliary information provided from identity facial attributes such as gender, nose shape, lips shapes, race can be incorporated with each other and then alongside the facial features, they can assist the CNN to better perform face recognition task. Moreover, it has been shown that variations to illumination, noise, occlusion, and pose confound the identification of a face. However, some facial attributes, stand as more invariant semantic features from which face recognition, verification and many other applications such as zero-shot learning and user annoyance prediction can benefit [24, 1, 6] .
In spites of significant enhancements in face verification task, it is still a challenging task in biometrics. Some methods which use facial attributes are considerable [8]; to cancel out aging variation of face images, Gong et al [8] introduce an age invariant face recognition algorithm; this method leverages a probabilistic model with two latent factors to separate aging variations from person specific features. Wen et al [31] use a latent identity factor to guide CNN learning parameters; the model extracts age invariant deep face features by learning latent identity and CNN parameters jointly. Yandong et al [32] propose a deep CNN based model with a trainable and smart supervision signal called center loss which finds a center for deep features of each class. The center loss penalizes the feature if it is far from its corresponding class center. The method trains softmax and center losses jointly to dispense inter-class samples and compact intra-class samples.
Facial attributes are invariant and robust visual features that can be recognized from the face images straightly [30] . Attribute recognition algorithm are essentially categorized to local and global methods. Local methods include three stages; in the first step, these methods detect different parts of an object, in the second step, they extract features from each part. In the third step, these features are concatenated for training a classifier [17, 3, 7, 2, 21, 34] . For instance, The work presented in [17] performs based on extracting hand-crafted features from ten parts of the parts. Zhang et al [34] extract poselets which aligns human body parts to recognize human body attributes. This algorithm works inefficiently if object localization and alignment is not performed properly. Moreover, local methods do not perform well if there exist unconstrained face images with complex variations in the image. This is because, this factor causes face localization and alignment challenging. Global methods, however, extract features from entire image part of the image ignoring object parts. It is worth mentioning that attribute prediction has been also enhanced in the recent years. For example, Bourdev et al [4] introduce a part-based attribute prediction algorithm deploying semantic segmentation to transfer localization information to the facial attribute prediction task. In the other case, Liu et al [20] employs two cascaded CNNs; the first one, is used for face localization, while the second one, ANet, is used for attribute description. Moreover, Zhong et al [35] first localize images and then use an off-the-shelf architecture created for face recognition to introduce the facial attributes at different levels of a CNN model. He et al [10] introduce a multi-task architecture to predict relative facial attributes. This model applies a CNN model to learn local context and global style information from the intermediate convolution layers and fully connected layers, accordingly.
In this work, we propose a model guiding CNN parameters to learn face attributes while simultaneously being trained on the objective of face recognition. We show jointly learning certain facial attributes increases the network's face recognition accuracy. Moreover, we observe that the resultant jointly-trained network is a more capable face attribute classifier than one trained on face attributes alone. The framework is constructed from two cascaded networks which communicate information together by sharing their learning parameters in the model. Facial attributes are extra information which compact samples of a class in a discriminate feature space if they are used to describe input data. For example, assume a scenario where it is difficult to recognize the individuals in two face images. If a classifier is trained to utilize the fact that one individual is a male and the other is female, the dimension of gender in the input data becomes a potentially discriminating feature. The parameters shared in the model are trained by modified AdaMax optimizer. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we describe our model in the Proposed model section, how we train the model parameters using the modified AdaMax optimizer in 'Training model', and finally results and concluding remarks in Experiments and Conclusion.
Facial Attributes for Face Recognition
The proposed architecture predicts attributes and uses them as an auxiliary modality to recognize face images. The model is created from two networks. The first network uses the VGG structure with same filters size, convolutional layers and pooling operation. The first network uses filters with receptive field 3 × 3. The convolution stride is 1 pixel. Spatial padding of the convolutional layer is set to 1 pixel for all 3 × 3 convolutional layers to keep spatial resolution after convolution operation. Spatial pooling is conducted by five max-pooling layers. Max-pooling is performed on a 2 × 2 pixel window with stride 2. Hidden layers are followed by rectification ReLU [15] non-linearity operation.
The second network is split into two separate branches trained jointly while communicating information together via the training stage. Both of these two branches include two fully connected layers followed by the first network. The first FC layers of the branches has 4096 channels. The last layer is a soft-max layer. The first branch conducts the task of attribute prediction and communicates information by concatenating the attribute soft-max layers with last pooling layer of first network. This information is used to train the second branch which is the face recognition task.
Training the Architecture
In this section, we explain how we train our architecture. Thousands number of images are required to train a deep model like VGG. For sake of this, we fine tune our architecture using a pre-trained model; we train the first network in the model from scratch using CASIA dataset. CASSIA-Web Face includes 10,575 subjects and 494,414 images. This dataset is the largest publicly available face image dataset, second only to the private Facebook dataset.
The proposed deep architecture is described as a succession of two cascaded networks. The first network is constructed from 16 layers of convolution operations on the inputs, intertwined with Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) nonlinear operation and five pooling operations. Weights in each convolutional layer form a sequence of 4-d tensors. Thus, we show all weights of the first network with W 1 and weights of the second network with W 2 . W 2 is separated into two groups: W 2,1 and W 2,2 represent all weights in the upper and lower branches respectively.
We modify the AdaMAX algorithm [14] to optimize the network's cost functions. The cost functions represented in (1) and (2) show that how two branches of the second network communicate information and update their learning parameters with each other. AdaMAX optimizer is a variant of Adam optimizer working based on the infinity norm. This version of Adam is a robust and well-adapted optimizer to a verity of non-convex optimization problems in the field deep neural networks. All parameter values used in the modified AdaMAX optimizer are initialized based on authors suggestion: α = 0.002, β 1 = 0.9 , β 2 = 0.999 and learning rate is set to α 1−β1 (t) showing that learning rate changes over time step. L 1 and L 2 described in (1) and (2) are loss functions designed to perform attribute prediction and face recognition tasks respectively. We use the cross entropy cost function to optimize network parameters.
T and X = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x i , ..x N } indicate number of facial attributes used in the model and training samples respectively. L i and L ji represent identity face label and facial attribute label of number j for training sample number i respectively. f and g functions are outputs of the model for attribute prediction and face recognition tasks respectively. As it is shown in (1) and (2) f function (i.e. attribute prediction output) takes the first network parameters (i.e. W 1 ). g function (i.e. face recognition output) takes W 1 and f as input. Thus, both attribute prediction and face recognition use W 1 as shared parameters. Moreover, attribute prediction parameters are used for face recognition. Optimization mainly consists of two steps which first calculates the gradient of the cost functions with respect to the model parameters and then updates the biased first moment estimate, exponentially weighted infinity norm and the model parameters successively.
We iterate this algorithm for all the training batch trough several epochs till we convergence in training error.
Experiment
We performed experiments in three different cases to examine if privileged data boost our model performance in recognition and prediction tasks. In first case we train and test the model without using facial attributes while in second and third cases we utilize identity facial attributes concatenated with last pooling layer of N et 1 . Identity facial attributes such as gender, race and face shape are those attributes remaining same in all images from a person. In second case we use ground truth of face attributes as privileged data in our model. In third case we predict facial attributes assuming that such information is not available in test phase; in this case Softmax outputs of attributes prediction task are concatenated with last pooling layer of N et 1 for recognizing face images. Experimental results show that using attribute with ground truth (i.e. second case ) results in highest boosting in recognition performance and training 
convergence. Moreover, results show that using attribute with predicted values (i.e. third case) increases recognition performance, however, it decreases training convergence in comparison to the second case.
Datasets
We tested our model on three face datasets including Celebrity A [20] , LFW [11] and Public Figures [17] in which images are labeled by identities and face attributes. remain same in different images of a person; however, attributes such as wearing glass, mustache, beard may exist or not in different images of a person. We discard such attributes in our model because we look for robust as well as discriminative features for describing images in the feature space. We use ground truth of facial attributes as it is annotated in [6] ; the annotations are collected from Amazon Mechanical Turk by 10 workers. We use Softmax-cross entropy as loss function to train the model; Softmax operation is applied on the network outputs to enforce their sum to one; the network outputs represent probability distribution across discrete mutual explicit alternative. After applying this operation, we use cross entropy to measure distance between probabilities obtained by the model and ground truth. We use modified AdaMax Optimizer (AMO) to minimize cost functions; Figure. 2 shows AMO minimizes face recognition and attribute prediction cost functions on training data; it turns out that networks cost functions designed for face recognition and attribute prediction are optimized simultaneously without creating problem for each other training loss convergence. Experimental results show that facial attributes contribute to increasing face recognition performance; to verify this claim, we performed experiments in three different cases described earlier in Experiment section. In the third case we emphasize on predicting facial attributes because in real and typical face recognition problem, such information is not available in test step. To use facial attributes information as an auxiliary modality in the model for face recognition, we fuse this modality with the last pooling layer of the model shown in Figure 1 . Depending on the cases described earlier; this fusion is either ground truth or predicted values obtained in the model. Table 3 shows that using attribute with ground truth (i.e. first case) results in the best performance in terms of accuracy. Moreover, using predicted attributes in the model (i.e. third case) outperforms the first case which does not use any privilege data; however, this improvement in recognition performance results in decreasing training convergence rate; in the other word, it takes more epochs to train the model fully. Figure. 3 show that accuracy of training in the beginning is less than the case disregarding facial attributes.
Public Figures Face Database
Experimental results show that training two tasks jointly increases both face recognition as well as facial attribute classification performance specially on identity face attributes such as gender and nationality. For example, experiments performed on the Public Figures indicate that performance on identity attributes including male, Asian, white, black , bald, narrow eyes and oval face classification is improved around 2% on average if the tasks are trained jointly. Moreover, experiment (Table 1 ) turns out the model outperforms accuracy reported in [17] for identity facial attributes classification. Figure. 4 show the model performance on attribute prediction in two cases which attributes are trained separately from face and the case which . Comparing facial identity attributes prediction performance trained separately and jointly with face recognition task; Figure 5 shows that attribute prediction performance increases if the model is trained jointly by face recognition task.
attributes are trained jointly with face. Results show that the model trained jointly classifies identity attributes better than the case which the model is trained separately. One of the intuitive reasons causing this improvement is once a deep CNN model is trained to recognize face images; it learns face attributes as well indirectly. In other words these two modalities enhance each others' performance once they are trained jointly.
We finally report performance of the model for face recognition in three cases on the test data; Table 1 indicates that using facial attributes as privileged data boosts the model performance on face recognition task.
Labeled Face in the wild
LWF is a very well-known for face recognition as well as attribute classification. This dataset fills gap existing in unconstrained condition for face recognition problem. This dataset contains more than 13,000 images of faces collected from Internet. Each face has been labeled with the name of the people. We use 21 identity attributes to train the model; we select 80% of images as training data and 20% as test data. we compare our model with some other current and well-performed models including Deep Face [27] , Face Net [23] , Deep FR [22] , Baidu [18] and Center Face [32] having high accuracy on LFW dataset; the results show the superiority of our model in comparison to these models. We also compare our model with some current models such as FaceTracer [16] PANDA [34] and state of the art LNets+ANet [20] attribute prediction models on CelebA and LFW datasets. Results present that our model is comparable with these models specially in identity facial attributes such as gender, hair color, nose and lips shape, chubby and bald prediction. Results indicate that the model classify identity facial attributes as good as state of the art method and still is comparable to other well performed methods; the model in some cases specially for gender classification outperforms the best method.
CelebFaces Attributes Dataset
CelebA is a large-scale face attributes and rich annotated dataset containing more than 200K celebrity images, each of which is notated with 40 attributes. CelebA has about ten thousand identities with twenty images per identity on average. In this experiment, we select 20 identities having more than 30 images. we select 21 identity facial attributes such as chubby and gender out of 40 attributes. We select 80 % images of each person as training and rest as test data in our experiment.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a model predicting facial attributes to use as privileged modality for increasing face recognition performance. The model predicts attributes as well as recognizes face images jointly through shared learning parameters. The model increases both face recognition and face attribute prediction performance in comparison to the case which the model is trained separately. Experimental results indicate superiority of the model in comparison Table 4 . Comparing attribute prediction models on CelebFacesA dataset. Figure 8 . Comparing facial identity attributes prediction performance trained separately and jointly with face recognition task; Figure 5 shows that attribute prediction performance increases if the model is trained jointly by face recognition task. Figure 9 . Face recognition performance on test data in three scenarios; GT, PA and NPD represent performance of the model when it uses ground truth, predicted attributes and no privilege data respectively.
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